THE CHALLENGE

An array of complex issues contributes to this challenge, but we know that any solution starts with parents
— children’s ﬁrst and best teachers. When children have high-quality support to learn and grow early on in
their lives, they are much more likely to succeed later in life.
In early 2017, the Early Learning Lab, with major support from the Overdeck Family Foundation, sought out
ways to work more closely with parents to ensure that they have the best tools and strategies to help their
children learn early. To do so, we identiﬁed three barriers that get in the way of better supporting young
children and their families.

There is often a disconnect
between family-serving
organizations and parents, so
programs don’t engage parents
eﬀectively to design services
for their needs.

Organizations and parents
typically don’t have the skills
and tools they need to work
together to innovate and
improve oﬀerings for
children.

Too often, family-serving
organizations in a community
compete for scarce funding
and don’t collaborate to
enhance their programs and
services.

THE IMPACT FRAMEWORK
Knowing that solutions created
parents instead of
parents are much more likely to meet their
needs, we launched the Parent Innovation Institute. We designed this year-long place-based initiative to
bring organizations and the families they serve together, and test how co-creation and rapid-cycle learning
could generate the following impacts:
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THE PARTICIPANTS
Four participating organizations — César E. Chávez Branch of the Oakland Public Library, La Clínica de La
Raza, East Bay Agency for Children, and The Unity Council — assembled teams of two staﬀ members and
two parents. These organizations are representative of preschool, library, health, and family resource
programs found in most communities.
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THE PLACE
Fruitvale is a vibrant multicultural neighborhood in Oakland, California that blends traditions from all
around the world. It’s also a community that faces challenges with immigration, economic inequality,
and gentriﬁcation. Near the heart of the neighborhood, the four participating organizations are all
within walking distance of each other and a variety of other programs and services for local families.

THE APPROACH
The initiative allowed us to learn how co-creation and rapid-cycle learning might develop leadership and
innovation capacity, improve services, and strengthen the local early childhood ecosystem. Our approach
drew from and built upon the following frameworks.
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KEY MILESTONES

THE PROCESS
Participants — parents and staﬀ alike — worked collaboratively through the ﬁve-step innovation cycle below to
co-create new solutions for young children and families.

CLICK ON A TEAM PAGE BELOW TO SEE THEIR INNOVATION JOURNEY
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THE RESULTS
1. IMPROVED PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

La Clínica aimed to address chronic disease and poor nutrition in children, and soon
discovered a missing link between the mental health issues of mothers and the food
they made for themselves and their children: depression, loneliness, and other
mental health issues had a direct impact on their food choices. The team developed
an integrated nutrition and mental health curriculum for the community.
The prototype was so successful that the team received additional funding to scale the curriculum
regionally.
50+ community health educators took the
new workshop.

12 community health educators got training to
lead workshops.

The library team discovered that many families did not know about the library and
its resources. In addition, they found out that many families did not have access to
subsidized or private preschool. They launched the “Play Café” prototype to
welcome families to the library and provide children with a preschool prep program.
The Play Café was a hit with children and caregivers and is now a regular oﬀering.
340 children and caregivers participated in the Play Café during the six-week prototype.

The team wanted to increase engagement in their programs and learned that they
needed to oﬀer more resources that beneﬁted both parents and children. They
created two prototypes: a lending library for children, and ESL (English as a Second
Language) classes for parents.
The prototypes were well-received and will continue to be oﬀered at their resource center.
100+ families used the toy lending library.

25 parents attended the ESL classes and 80%
reported increased self-conﬁdence.

The team chose to focus on increasing father engagement in their Head Start
programs. Their exploration of this issue led them to discover an unexpected insight:
mothers often act as “gatekeepers” — deﬁning and sometimes even limiting fathers’
interactions with their children. With this insight in mind, the team designed a
prototype for the whole family. They expanded and enhanced their “Day with
Daddy” event and added a community-building experience for moms in the
“Mommy’s Waiting Group.”
The prototype was popular with families and greatly exceeded attendance expectations.
4x as many fathers attended Day with Daddy
events than before.

Families reported improved relationships
between fathers and their children.

2. STRENGTHENED LEADERSHIP AND INNOVATION CAPACITY

Relationships between
organizations and parents
are more reciprocal, with
staﬀ members requesting
and responding to parent
feedback.

All parents and staﬀ report
change in self-perception
and now identify
themselves as “leaders”
and “advocates” for their
children and their
communities.

Organization leaders report
signiﬁcant professional
growth in participating staﬀ,
who now are leading
programs and mentoring
colleagues.

Organizational leaders
recognize the value of cocreation and rapid-cycle
learning in their work
moving forward.

3. CONNECTED LOCAL EARLY CHILDHOOD ECOSYSTEM

Parent participants
reported feeling a
growing trust and closer
connection to institutions.

Organizations developed
new relationships with
one another and
identiﬁed new
opportunities to work
together.

Participants are
committed to regularly
meeting with each other
to continue their progress.
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Organizations are better
equipped to use scarce
local dollars eﬀectively
by working collaboratively
rather than competitively.

INITIATIVE CHALLENGES
Like the participants, we learned along the way and course-corrected in real time as much as possible.
Here are some of the challenges we encountered.

Fear of immigration raids and
distrust of public services —
along with poverty, gentriﬁcation,
single parenting, and trauma —
are real challenges aﬀecting the
Fruitvale community.
While we talked openly about
these issues and worked to
create an environment in which
participants felt it was safe to
share the real concerns they
were facing, there were times
when we did not have training —
including mental health expertise
and training — that would have
been helpful to fully support
participants. Language, literacy,
and technology barriers were
also challenges that required
ongoing attention.

Lack of alignment within
participating organizations
around their needs and their
desires to change — including
tensions between staﬀ, parents,
and organizational leadership
— sometimes slowed the
design process.
And while participants signed
up knowing it would be a
rigorous initiative, it was diﬃcult
to prepare them for the work
ahead, and the teams
demonstrated varied levels of
commitment. Participants also
had diﬀerent skills and
experiences, and this required
us to provide varied levels of
support.

It was diﬃcult to create an
appropriate evaluation
framework for the institute.
Traditional evaluation
approaches take a set of inputs
and measure their eﬀect.
Fundamental to our process
was allowing for innovation and
iteration of the prototypes,
which involves reﬁning inputs
along the way. Moreover, good
evaluation tools that measure
the impact of leadership and
ecosystem development are
not easy to ﬁnd. Additionally,
most teams and individuals had
little to no experience with
gathering and using data.

PRINCIPLES FOR
CO-CREATION AND RAPID-CYCLE LEARNING
Several key ingredients were important in responding to and overcoming the challenges we encountered.
We also believe there are additional elements that help make any co-creation and rapid-cycle learning
approach between organizations and parents work.

Being respectful and responsive to the cultural, linguistic, educational, and socio-economic backgrounds of
all participants from the get-go is a must.
We created a culturally relevant curriculum, communicated in both English and Spanish, and used a variety
of communication channels. Additionally, translators who were also active members of the community
helped to bridge any communication barriers.

Participants were required to demonstrate a personal willingness to grow, and we explicitly encouraged this
mindset across many communication touchpoints.
Aligning around speciﬁc goals, getting feedback from participants, and benchmarking our collective
progress was also integral to creating a shared focus and persevering through growing pains including
setbacks, fatigue, and frustration. In addition, communicating with organizational leadership throughout the
process could help build greater understanding, buy-in, and growth.

Too often, human-centered design experts come into communities and engage with users at the beginning,
but fail to co-create throughout the design process with them. Giving participants equal involvement in
every step of the innovation cycle democratizes the design experience and ensures that we’re in touch with
the true needs of users.
During the institute, parents and staﬀ were involved through each phase of the innovation cycle with equal
say and responsibility. This required us, as program facilitators, to be ﬂexible in the application of humancentered design tools and in creating strategies to ensure that we were leveling the playing ﬁeld.

Putting in place an approach to measurement that is appropriate for a range of impacts — whether it be
improved solutions, individual capacity development, or ecosystem strengthening — is tricky and needs to
be considered and solved for early on.
Early-stage prototype evaluation should be ﬂexible, given the rapid changes in design, and should focus on
key markers of impact, with more traditional evaluation happening at later stages. And ﬁnally, building the
foundational skills of participants in understanding, collecting, and using data from the beginning is critical.

Creativity opens the door for free thinking and more innovative solutions. To help with this, we asked for
inventive program applications — videos, drawings, and poems — to break through the status quo from the
beginning.
Throughout the workshops, we oﬀered opportunities to be creative and play, providing Play-Doh, markers,
and toys that prime creativity, and embedded community building activities. These activities also helped
maintain energy levels and motivation.

We created distinct leadership roles, including a leader for each team, and required participants to be
responsible for diﬀerent functions at each workshop, including speaking during presentations and
delegating tasks to fellow team members.
Everyone involved had the space to strengthen their skills in leading, supporting others, and working
together as a team.

Beginning with the application process, participants were asked to commit to the intensive work the
program required. Upon kickoﬀ, everyone signed a community agreement that stipulated individual and
collective responsibilities to maintain high standards for everyone’s contributions and commitment levels.
We were explicit about holding one another accountable for the experience. When participants hit
roadblocks, we encouraged them to press forward and helped them get to the next step. This created
space for them to persist and take ownership.

Curating high-quality experiences that communicate respect and appreciation for participants’ inherent
values shouldn’t be underestimated.
We held our workshops in attractive spaces, provided diverse and delicious food, and awarded participants
with a certiﬁcate of completion from Congresswoman Barbara Lee’s oﬃce. An inspiring environment
creates a new context that allows people to want to learn more, depart from the status quo, and imagine
the possibilities.
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HOW TO APPLY THIS IN YOUR WORK
The institute created rich learnings for all involved, and we are proud of the positive impacts the institute and
participants helped to achieve for families living in the Fruitvale neighborhood of Oakland.
We hope the lessons learned from this initiative help others in the early childhood ﬁeld successfully engage in cocreation and rapid-cycle learning to work with parents and address their children’s needs. The insights in this
report can also be applied to other challenges and contexts that may look diﬀerent. Some examples include:

Greater impact for parents and families means doing things diﬀerently. We believe that authentic co-creation and
the use of rapid-cycle learning are important tools that can unlock innovation and bring better support to children
faster.
To learn more about the Parent Innovation Institute, contact us at info@earlylearninglab.org.
To view the interactive case study and see team proﬁles, visit
www.earlylearninglab.org/parent-innovation-Institute-case-study.
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This initiative and case study were made possible by major support from the Overdeck Family Foundation.
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